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	Get the latest information about using the #1 web analytics tool from this fully updated guide


	Google Analytics is the free tool used by millions of web site owners to assess the effectiveness of their efforts. Its revised interface and new features will offer even more ways to increase the value of your web site, and this book will teach you how to use each one to best advantage. Featuring new content based on reader and client requests, the book helps you implement new methods and concepts, track social and mobile visitors, use the new multichannel funnel reporting features, understand which filters to use, and much more.

	
		Gets you up and running with all the new tools in the revamped Google Analytics, and includes content requested by readers and users especially for new GA users
	
		Covers social media analytics features, advanced segmentation displays, multi-dashboard configurations, and using Top 20 reports
	
		Provides a detailed best-practices implementation guide covering advanced topics, such as how to set up GA to track dynamic web pages, banners, outgoing links, and contact forms
	
		Includes case studies and demonstrates how to optimize pay-per-click accounts, integrate AdSense, work with new reports and reporting tools, use ad version testing, and more



	Make your web site a more effective business tool with the detailed information and advice about Google Analytics in Advanced Web Metrics with Google Analytics, 3nd Edition.
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PHP 5 Fast & Easy Web DevelopmentCourse Technology PTR, 2004
Get up and running with PHP 5, Apache, and MySQL with ease. This guide demonstrates how to display dynamic content, build your own contact management system, create custom reports, work with XML, and much more.

Don’t spend your time wading through manuals to learn PHP 5.  Spend it doing what you do best—creating web pages!...
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Wireless Algorithms, Systems, and Applications: 6th International Conference, WASA 2011, ChengduSpringer, 2011

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th Annual International Conference on Wireless Algorithms, Systems, and Applications, WASA 2011, held in Chengdu, China, in August 2011. The 26 revised full papers and 13 invited papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. The papers address all...
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Getting Started with Flex 3: An Adobe Developer Library Pocket Guide for Developers (Adobe Developer Library)Adobe Press, 2008
Discover how easy RIA development can be with this one-of-a-kind handbook from the Adobe Developer Library. Several clear, step-by-step mini-tutorials teach you about web services, event handling, designing user interfaces with reusable components, and more. After finishing this guide, you'll be able to build Flash applications ranging from widgets...
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Service Oriented Architecture For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006


    Welcome to Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) For Dummies. We are very excited by this topic and hope our enthusiasm is contagious. We believe SOA is the most important technology initiative facing businesses today. SOA is game changing, and early SOA successes make it clear that SOA is here to stay. We hope this book is enough...
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Robert B. Parker's Kickback (Spenser)Putnam Adult, 2016

	PI Spenser, knight-errant of the Back Bay, returns in this stellar New York Times–bestselling addition to the iconic series from author Ace Atkins.

	 

	What started out as a joke landed seventeen-year-old Dillon Yates in a lockdown juvenile facility in Boston Harbor. When he set up a prank Twitter...
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Metal Forming: Mechanics and MetallurgyCambridge University Press, 2007


	My coauthor Robert Caddell died in 1990. I have greatly missed interacting with him.





	The biggest changes from the second edition are an enlargement and reorganization

	of the last third of the book, which deals with sheet metal forming. Changes have been

	made to the chapters on bending, plastic anisotropy, and cup...
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